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Background & underlying principles



DesignDesign FeaturesFeatures ofof SenseMakerSenseMaker

Stories told by people are filters through which they makeStories told by people are filters through which they make
decisions. People use fragmented material to make sense ofdecisions. People use fragmented material to make sense of
the world around themthe world around them..

SensemakerSensemaker: : software that comes with an methodological approach software that comes with an methodological approach 

•• Use of large numbers of fragmented microUse of large numbers of fragmented micro--narrativesnarratives
•• SelfSelf--significationsignification
•• Software (Software (SensemakerSensemaker®®)generates)generates quantitative (visual) data quantitative (visual) data 
•• Patterns & trends against topics of interestPatterns & trends against topics of interest
•• Analysis, interpretation and use for action/interventions   Analysis, interpretation and use for action/interventions   

Mix of soft and hard data to make sense of complex realities, toMix of soft and hard data to make sense of complex realities, to
distill patterns and to respond in a timely mannerdistill patterns and to respond in a timely manner



Use of fragmented microUse of fragmented micro--narrativesnarratives

•• Fragments/microFragments/micro--narrativesnarratives
Transcribed narratives, spoken narratives, videoTranscribed narratives, spoken narratives, video--clips, clips, 
newspaper clippings, photographs, parts of reports, newspaper clippings, photographs, parts of reports, blogblog
extracts, extracts, ……

•• Stories are Stories are notnot large constructed stories explaining a large constructed stories explaining a 
pointpoint

•• Mass capture (100 Mass capture (100 …… to e.g. 3000 stories) show to e.g. 3000 stories) show 
diversity of perspectivesdiversity of perspectives

•• All fragments add up to a set of multiAll fragments add up to a set of multi--faceted faceted 
impressions about the situation/topics of interestsimpressions about the situation/topics of interests



SelfSelf--SignificationSignification

•• Respondents signify their own stories against predefined Respondents signify their own stories against predefined 
topics of interest (topics of interest (signification framework)signification framework)

•• Respondents decides what the story means Respondents decides what the story means 
> add a layer of meaning to the story> add a layer of meaning to the story

•• Signification/question frameworkSignification/question framework: generates consistent : generates consistent 
data  data  

It reveals the world through the eyes of citizens, It reveals the world through the eyes of citizens, 
beneficiaries, customers, clients, stakeholders, beneficiaries, customers, clients, stakeholders, ……

Different than other storyDifferent than other story--telling methods (e.g. MSC, telling methods (e.g. MSC, ……))



SensemakerSensemaker ®®: software (statistics): software (statistics)

•• Statistical software based on signification frameworkStatistical software based on signification framework
•• Very quick identification of (visual, quantifiable) Very quick identification of (visual, quantifiable) 

patterns around the prepatterns around the pre--defined topics/domains of defined topics/domains of 
interestinterest
-- Compare patterns between Compare patterns between organisationsorganisations, themes, geographic, themes, geographic

areas, age groups, type actors, areas, age groups, type actors, ……
-- Asking specific questions about subAsking specific questions about sub--sets, correlations, sets, correlations, ……

•• After interesting patterns are observed > read stories, After interesting patterns are observed > read stories, 
make sense and act upon itmake sense and act upon it
> > The The orginalorginal material (fragments) can be directly material (fragments) can be directly 
accessed by the managers/decisionaccessed by the managers/decision--makersmakers

Patented sPatented software + methodology ( generic signification of meaning into a geometric shape)



Methodological logic



Methodological LogicMethodological Logic

1.1. Prompting question or imagePrompting question or image
triggers a lived experiencetriggers a lived experience

2.2. Storyteller Storyteller selfself--indexes indexes storystory
gives meaning, but can be done by othersgives meaning, but can be done by others

3.3. Software detect patterns Software detect patterns 
visual patterns among storiesvisual patterns among stories

4.4. SenseSense--making in dialogue making in dialogue 
people discuss patterns and story clusterspeople discuss patterns and story clusters

5.5. Act on patternsAct on patterns
Stimulate beneficial patterns; dampen undesirable onesStimulate beneficial patterns; dampen undesirable ones



Prompting question

• A single question that triggers people to tell a story 
they find meaningful? 

• A question that ‘touches’ people (hopeful, disturbing,…)
• The prompting question is the same for all the people

you collect stories from

Can you share a story about one past community effort (organized activity led by a 
person or NGO) you witnessed or know about? (Global Giving)

Imagine that you meet some family members who live in another village and start 
talking about water. What would you tell them about one recent moment or event 
when you felt either hopeful or discouraged about rural water supply? (IRC)

What would you tell you neighbouring farmer to motivate him/her (or not) to join
the farmer organisation?

Motivate why your children would still be farming in 20 years time?



Story capture

• From who? 
Incentives?

• Technology?
Pen&paper, direct web capture, 
mobile phones .…

• Lots of stories (min.>100-200)
If ongoing > 
comparing patterns over time



Self-signification

•• Respondents Respondents signify/code/make sensesignify/code/make sense of their own of their own 
stories & experience against predefined topics of stories & experience against predefined topics of 
interestinterest

•• BasedBased onon significationsignification frameworkframework
-- samesame questionquestion frameworkframework forfor allall storiesstories

•• IdentifyIdentify the the topics/topics/domainsdomains of interestof interest
-- WhoWho wants wants toto knowknow whatwhat and and whywhy? ? 
-- In In lineline withwith the the objectivesobjectives of the of the programmeprogramme? ? EmpowermentEmpowerment

familyfamily farmers, shift farmers, shift gendergender--relationshipsrelationships, , coordinationcoordination waterwater
service service providersproviders, , ……

-- WhatWhat are the are the valuesvalues, , beliefsbeliefs, , …… thatthat drivingdriving the the programmeprogramme

-- LimitedLimited numbernumber of of questionsquestions



Signification framework
Based on three type of questions:

1. Triads (three aspects within a domain of interest)

2. Dyads (polarity or opposing negative)

3. Multi-choice questions

This community effort improved …

Social relations

Physical conditions Economic opportunities



Visualise patterns

• Stories & significations > entered in COLLECTOR 
(=webbased entry system designed by Cognitive Edge)

• Analytical Sensemaker software (EXPLORER)

• Shows visual/quantifiable patterns that are strong and 
of potential interest



Triads (Graph)
This community effort improved …

Social relations

Physical conditions Economic opportunities





Visualise patterns

• Dyads



Many possible combinations of variables, triads, dyads and 
multi-choice > a set of visual patterns emerge

Specific questions can be asked?

For example:
• What is the difference between men and women in 

access to economic opportunities?
• Compare the stories on improved income between the 

rice chain in Java and the rice chain in West-Flores?
• Show me the stories on food security?
• …

Further analysis



What does it mean for us? For the actors involved?

- Feed the results and patterns back to the relevant 
people (value chain actors, programme implementers, …)

- Facilitation is required

- Reading a limited set of stories that represents a specific
visual pattern of interest 

make meaning of what the stories as a set tell you
(e.g. 20 stories mention the same issue)

Sensemaking (in dialogue)



How does it inform us to act?  

Rich information can emerge: 
- what people need? 
- what dynamics are at play?
- what services are not yet delivered properly?
- what would people like to see happening?
- …

Decision on:
- Enforcing beneficial patterns
- Dampening non-desirable patterns

Sensemaking (in dialogue)



Potential uses



TheThe use use ofof SensemakerSensemaker

•• ImprovingImproving customercustomer//citizencitizen engagementengagement
•• Employee satisfactionEmployee satisfaction
•• Impact measurement Impact measurement 
•• Better decisionBetter decision--making at policy and frontline levelsmaking at policy and frontline levels
•• Marketing / Marketing / improvingimproving salessales resultsresults
•• Intelligence, army Intelligence, army 
•• ResearchResearch
•• CrossCross--organizational comparisons/organizational comparisons/knowlegdeknowlegde sharingsharing
•• Threat and weakThreat and weak--signal detection in large datasetssignal detection in large datasets
•• Event learningEvent learning
•• Innovation programmesInnovation programmes
•• ……

> > FirstFirst applicationsapplications in in developmentdevelopment: : GlobalGlobal GivingGiving, , IRCIRC, , ……



Impact assessment / monitoringImpact assessment / monitoring

Impact assessment/monitoringImpact assessment/monitoring
•• Continuous flow of stories feeding into Continuous flow of stories feeding into SensemakerSensemaker

> allows to see emerging changes (e.g. impact) > allows to see emerging changes (e.g. impact) 
and needsand needs

•• Shifting patterns of impact as perceived by Shifting patterns of impact as perceived by 
different perspectivesdifferent perspectives

•• Moves away of attribution of effortsMoves away of attribution of efforts

•• Seeing the real changes through the eyes of Seeing the real changes through the eyes of 
beneficiariesbeneficiaries



•• Quick analysis of qualitative materialQuick analysis of qualitative material
•• Making sense of distributed (fragmented) information Making sense of distributed (fragmented) information 

from multiple sources and interactionsfrom multiple sources and interactions
•• Understanding change as it emerges and making realUnderstanding change as it emerges and making real--

time time adjusmentsadjusments
> quick feedback, rapid responsiveness> quick feedback, rapid responsiveness

•• Provides insights in perspectives, attitudes, values of Provides insights in perspectives, attitudes, values of 
communities dealing with a common issuecommunities dealing with a common issue

•• Threat and weakThreat and weak--signal detection of hidden and signal detection of hidden and 
emergent opportunities/threats emergent opportunities/threats 

•• It is a continuous process instead to fixed preIt is a continuous process instead to fixed pre--
determined systems > direct learning determined systems > direct learning 

•• Provides evidenceProvides evidence--based based ‘‘hardhard’’ and and ‘‘softsoft’’ datadata

Advantages of Sensemaker



Design issues



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker

SensemakerSensemaker for M&E: Scope, foci, usesfor M&E: Scope, foci, uses

Assessment of impact? (changes at farmer level)
(livelihood framework)

outcome? (changes in the value chain)  
(farmer organisations)

- not for measuring typical ‘hard data’ indicators
- might be useful for ‘difficult’ indicators such as ‘improved
influence/power in the trade relationship’
- Un-pack the relations between chain actors
- Perceptions on role, capacities, functioning of farmer organisations
- …

Impact evaluation > impact monitoring



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker®®

SensemakerSensemaker for M&E: Scope, foci, usesfor M&E: Scope, foci, uses

if ongoing assessment
- impact: changes are not always steering and  guiding the 
ongoing short-term action and planning. 

- more suited for measuring outcomes within the sphere of 
influence?? 
> ensure that feedback is directly useful for programme
steering



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker®®

SensemakerSensemaker for M&E: Scope, foci, usesfor M&E: Scope, foci, uses

Ongoing chain analysis against some key domains of 
interest 
> Collect and get clarity – in a non-threathening manner - of 
the different perspectives in a value chain
> collectively analysed, shared, debated among chain actors
(feedback)
> collective learning tool for chain strenghtening

Maybe more suited for new development initiatives/ 
programmes



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker®®

Develop signification frameworkDevelop signification framework
Content and Content and ‘‘translationtranslation’’

-- Scope, focus and uses need to be clearScope, focus and uses need to be clear
-- ItIt forcesforces youyou toto thinkthink aboutabout a different kind of a different kind of questionningquestionning
-- The The promptingprompting questionsquestions is is crucialcrucial!!
-- Farmers, partners Farmers, partners willwill needneed toto bebe part of part of developingdeveloping the the 

significationsignification frameworkframework
-- Different type of Different type of storytellersstorytellers useuse the the samesame significationsignification

frameworkframework



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker®®

Strategies for data collection Strategies for data collection 
Who, how, how often, how long, etc? Who, how, how often, how long, etc? 

•• CollectionCollection of of largelarge amountamount of of storiesstories (>100)(>100)
> > challengechallenge: : operationaloperational + + incentivesincentives

•• BuildBuild in the data in the data collectioncollection in in existingexisting processesprocesses and and 
activitiesactivities

•• CollectCollect storiesstories withwith big big groupsgroups at the at the samesame time and time and 
facilitatedfacilitated

•• UseUse of of triadstriads and and dyadsdyads withwith peoplepeople whowho are are iliterateiliterate??



Designing Use of Designing Use of SenseMakerSenseMaker®®

Data analysis Data analysis 
How will analysis take place, who will be involved, what is How will analysis take place, who will be involved, what is 
the rhythm of analysis (how often at which level?)the rhythm of analysis (how often at which level?)

Use of software
- Required expertise level to interpret patterns seems to be
high (at first sight). 
- Costs involved (lease contract, design costs, …)

- Continuous? what is realitistic in a normal programme set-
up?
- Direct use of the results for annual planning and reporting
- Stories can also be used for other purposes (research, 
communication, …)


